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Our vision of creating a stronger, more inclusive society
through service to others

Lord Somers Camp and Power House is proud to acknowledge the traditional owners of the land where our services are
located and we recognise their continuing connection to land, waters and culture. Our services are primarily located on
the land of the Boonwurrung people, of the Kulin nation.
We strive to lead programs with our vision and values front of mind, and in doing so embrace the inherent benefit derived
from acknowledging and valuing diversity in the delivery of programs. We recognise and celebrate diversity in gender,
age, ethnicity, religious or cultural background, disability, marital or family status, sexual orientation, gender identity and
other areas of potential difference.
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Child Safe Commitment

Lord Somers Camp and Power House has a zero tolerance toward child and client abuse. We are committed to providing a safe and secure
environment for our Employees, Members, Visitors, Volunteers, Program Participants and particularly for Children and Vulnerable People.
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CEO Report
The last 12 months have seen our
community’s resilience tested as we have
faced the devastation of bush fires and a
global pandemic. We have been pushed
to the boundaries in many ways due to a
one-in-100 year event, that has seen us all
needing to quickly take stock, adapt and
learn new skills to allow us to forge ahead.
Through this year’s report, I want to focus
on four key areas:
Health and Safety
During not only the bush fires but also
through COVID-19, the health and safety of
all our clients, participants and volunteers
has been at the centre of all decision
making. I would like to recognise and thank
the commitment by our camp leaders and
staff for their ongoing commitment to
safety. I have been humbled and uplifted
be the actions we have collectively taken in
response to COVID-19 and ensuring health
of all communities remains our number one
priority, at whatever cost.
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Financial Sustainability
With continued growth being seen
year on year with our social enterprise
contributions, we are uniquely positioning
to support our social impact in partnership
with our donors. Whilst this has been
significantly challenged with the closure
of camp in April, it affords us the ability to
pivot and continue acting on our values in
new ways whilst also steadying ourselves
for a safe return to a COVID norm.
A deep thanks to the finance committee
who have guided us through to maximise of
efficiencies and opportunities through this
challenging time.
New Proactive Approaches
Our programs celebrate and connect diverse
communities often delivered through
challenges that bind us together. Through a
global challenge that is being experienced,
it has brought with it new opportunities to
exercise our values. The programs delivered
by our members in this new environment
is to be commended and its positive impact
immeasurable to so many.
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Looking ahead
As we look ahead, we can take comfort that
plans are in place to safely return our social
enterprise and our financial sustainability.
It is also with great thanks to our members
who have come together to ensure the
vital social impacts delivered through our
programs remain, albeit in a different way.
Our optimism for our organisation and
values are only possible with thanks to our
members for their commitment to service,
our participants for their enthusiasm to
participate in new ways and our staff for
their tireless support.
Tim Ryan
CEO

President and Camp Chief Report
One feature of our enduring Somers
mindset is a shared willingness to respond
in a positive manner to both predictable
and unpredictable events.
As we know, this past year has been lived
in two parts. From July 2019 to January
2020 our Community Camps, gatherings
and Big Camps shone brightly with a usual
blend of the predictable and unpredictable.
The devastating Summer bushfires were
our first 2020 challenge and resulted in
program changes and fundraising efforts
at the two Big Camps. February and March
changed the landscape altogether as the
impact of the Coronavirus pandemic as it
spread across the world.
The recent years of growth in our social
enterprise, partnerships, program
quality and financial management has
played playing a key role in mitigating
the economic and social impacts of the
pandemic on LSC&PH. There is still
however, some sense of sadness and
sacrifice that is being felt differently across
our Somers extended family.
Our LSC&PH map for action has always
involved us coming together in teams

to serve others. This year public health
guidance has instructed us to avoid
gathering in numbers. With safety as an
unquestionable priority, the values compass
we share is guiding an inspiring wave of
innovative response. The many large and
small, private and public responses are
reshaping our usual map and navigating
new paths for action.
I would like to acknowledge the work of so
many members, staff, participants sand
partners to achieve so much through their
commitment, time, support, leadership,
donations and expertise. I also acknowledge
the members of the Board and the
associated committees and working parties.
Upon the conclusion of their tenures, we
extend an appreciative ‘Bravo’ to Kristen
Hammond (Lady Somers Camp Leader),
Paul Fleer (Youth Programs Leader), Marnie
Lassen (Board Member) and Georgie Birch
(Board Member).
We extend our appreciation for the
professionalism of our CEO, Tim Ryan and
the team of staff at Somers and Albert
Park who have supported our many
successful activities. Their commitment,
professionalism and understanding as
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changes have had to occur have truly
reflected that selfless LSC&PH spirit of
rising up to meet challenges when the
unexpected happens.
We can never hope to capture an account
of all that has happened over the past
year within the pages of this Annual
Report but I commend it to you to
supplement memories of what has been an
extraordinary year for all. I also thank those
who contributed to the compilation of this
report and to the authors of the various
reports and courageous personal story
telling. As we continue to join together
in a spirit of service we will continue to
adapt and evolve into this tenth decade of
LSC&PH service to the community.
Even in these very difficult times, we have
much for which to be grateful and our
collective imaginations are a wonderful
force for good.
Cath Dillon
President and Camp Chief
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Executive Team at Camp Diversity

99%

of volunteers feel they contribute positively to the community

100%

of Community Program participants feel welcome to participate
As a result of volunteering,
6

90%

of attendees feel a stronger sense of belonging
LORD SOMERS CAMP AND POWER HOUSE

Who We Are
Lord Somers Camp and Power House
(LSC&PH) was established in 1929, and
over a 91 year history has united the
community in volunteering; striving to
create a stronger, more inclusive society
through service to others.

Our purpose is to serve others and strengthen
communities, and to value people.
Programs are designed and implemented
by a vibrant and diverse membership of
volunteers from different backgrounds,
ages, cultures and locations. Our diversity
of members results in an approach built on
meaningful, intergenerational and crosscultural friendships with a strong sense of
purpose and belonging.
We acknowledge that in a successful youth
and community development program, it

is not only about the individual, rather it is
about connecting to that person’s own social
and physical worlds. As such, our programs
have a strong focus on connection and
contribution to one’s own community.
We pride program success as a result
of considering the whole person across
physical, social, emotional, spiritual,
and mental dimensions. We believe that
opportunities for empowerment and
development are available for everyone.

Our Values
Acceptance

We accept other
people, their values and
differences. We offer
equality of opportunity.

100%

Fun

We find fun in everything
we do, and we learn
through play.

Friendship

We promote lifelong
and intergenerational
friendships through
working together and the
sharing of experiences.

Care

We work in a voluntary
capacity to care and
support others without
seeking recognition. We
also care for ourselves.

Belonging

We provide a place where
everyone can belong
regardless of gender, age,
culture, sexuality or ability.

of ATLAS volunteers would recommend the program to others

71%

After attending MAX we saw a
increase in enthusiasm toward life

92%

Following Big Camp,
of participants
had either maintained or increased their trust in
others who had a background different from their own
2020 ANNUAL REPORT
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94%

of volunteers report an increase in awareness of
life experiences of program participants
In 2019 ATLAS brought together

36
8

21

diverse language groups to
share their culture
Programs were delivered in partnership with 10 organisations
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WHAT WE DO
Uniting the community in volunteering as we strive to create
a stronger, more inclusive society through service to others,
programs are designed and implemented by a vibrant and diverse
membership of volunteers from different backgrounds, ages,
cultures and locations. Our diversity of members results in an
approach built on meaningful, intergenerational and crosscultural friendships with a strong sense of purpose and belonging.
Each of our programs come under one of four domains; Youth
Programs, Community Programs, Lifelong Learning and Positive
Ageing.

Easter Camp

Held for LSC&PH members, their families and friends, this Camp
aims to provide an opportunity for shared fun and fellowship with a
focus on social connection.

empowerme

A one day interactive workshop for year 10 students to reflect on
aspirations, evaluate passions and in turn set goals that will allow
them to reach their full potential and inspire futures.

MAX

Lord and Lady Somers Camp

A week long program that is a fun and challenging opportunity to
broaden horizons, create direction and stimulate young people to
articulate their passions while learning practical life skills.

ATLAS

For children who have been orphaned or abandoned due to parental
drug use and are now living in kinship care, and those carers.

Be Deadly at Somers

For our young at heart members, the Camps provide an important
mechanism for social engagement and connection, strengthening
the LSC&PH support network.

Challenging the perspectives that young people hold about
themselves and others. We help dismantle social barriers through
increased understanding and acceptance of diversity.
Supporting young people from refugee or newly arrived migrant
backgrounds to adjust to a new life in Australia by promoting social
connectedness and create a sense of belonging and identity.

Encouraging the development of confidence and cultural identity
in young Indigenous people by creating meaningful community
engagement, increasing peer support networks, self-confidence and
independence.

Camp Diversity

A weekend Camp supporting young adults who are living with
intellectual and physical disabilities to increase their social
engagement and connections to community.

Community Outreach Initiative

Positive ageing: Oldies and Goldies

Power House Thespian Guild

Establishing connections across generations and helping people of
all ages feel more connected to our community through a range of
performances and productions throughout the year.

Very Special Kids Camp @ Somers

Designed for children with life-threatening illnesses to enjoy fun
and new experiences, while providing respite for their families.

Work Camp

Described as The Block for social good, the aim is to provide
coordinated assistance to organisations and communities that
require a helping hand.

300

Mirabel Family Camp

Working together on building and maintenance projects at the
Lord Somers Campsite, members and friends build on skills and
community.

Leadership opportunities provided, with

Camp Diversity is a standout program with

100%

97%

noting an increase
in their leadership capacity

of volunteers wanting to return

2020 ANNUAL REPORT
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LSC&PH Volunteers giving back at ATLAS Camp

4,900+

people are kept involved and connected
via our weekly e-news and virtual
social networks

38%
10

The average age of our volunteers is
5 years below the national average*

of participants from Lord and Lady Somers Camp
returned to give back through volunteering, despite COVID-19 closures
LORD SOMERS CAMP AND POWER HOUSE
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Our year in review
2019

2020

July

January

• MAX
• The Brothers Grimm Spectaculathon

• Lord Somers Camp
• Lady Somers Camp
• Midsumma Pride March

August

February

• empowerme facilitation training
• First Aid and CPR training
• empowerme Geelong and Ballarat
• Mental Health First Aid training
• Camp Diversity

• The Royal Fling
• First aid & CPR Training
• Very Special Kids Camp at Somers
• Oldies Camp

September

• empowerme Bendigo
• Power House Conversation Series: Climate for Change
• ATLAS

October

April

• Easter Camp LITE
• Virtual ANZAC Day Eve Service
• Camp Diversity online disco
• Goldies online dinner

May

• Over Bloody Eighty Luncheon
• Very Special Kids Camp at Somers
• Annual General Meeting
• Mental Health First Aid training
• Be Deadly at Somers
• Mirabel Family Camp
• Leadership training evening

• Camp Diversity
• Goldies Camp
• ATLAS

June

• Quarterly Connections Luncheon
• Rock Around the World

November

• Set For Life
• Slushee Camp
• Quarterly Connections Luncheon
• Slushie Camp

December

• Emergency and Critical Incident Management training
• Mental Health First Aid training
• End of Year Celebration

134,000+

hours contributed by volunteers in the
19/20 FY

$5.6mil

Over

25

cultures represented in
program attendees

of volunteered labour* is contributed in
delivering programs
*Information sources from Volunteering Victoria
2020 ANNUAL REPORT
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Hot Air Balloon experience at Very Special Kids Camp

12

1929

1930

1931

First Lord Somers Camp at Angelsea

The Power House Sporting Clubs were
established to keep members connected to
community

Purpose built Campsite at Somers was used
for the third annual Lord Somers Camp
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The gift of working for others
Bec, first attended as a volunteer in
2017

meal, tears of joy streamed down my
cheeks. I wasn’t the only one.

Very Special Kids Camp finds magic in
the small moments among the beach
adventures, Harley Davidson rides and
new friendships of all ages blossoming.
My fondest memories at VSK are the
opportunities to connect with so many
different people.

These everlasting moments happening while parents spend quality
time together, doing something for
themselves, and connecting with likeminded parents. It really fills my bucket.

Once, I witnessed a participant who had
developed a beautiful friendship with
an LSC&PH volunteer, proudly give that
volunteer a signed copy of his picture
story book, ‘Beryl the Ninja Chicken’.
With the sun setting over our outdoor

As I walk out the gate at the end of a
VSK Camp, my bucket is overflowing
with a sense of belonging, connection
and pure elation. It’s lapping over the
sides, knowing that by giving back to
others, we all grow.

I believe everyone has a bucket. A vessel
made to house the emotions, desires
and needs we require to live a happy and
fulfilled life. Belonging to Lord Somers
Camp and Power House, a community
of people who come together for a
collective purpose, is like an open faucet
running above my bucket.

After 30 years of partnering with Very Special Kids, we continue to see a
74% return rate of families to our weekend Camps for them having found the
experience so meaningful in their lives.
1932

1932
Formation of the Power House Dramatic Club
(now Power House Thespian Guild)

The Power House Clubhouse is established at the
organisation home in Albert Park
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Participants at Lady Somers Camp learning the fundamentals of teamwork

1939
The ‘C’ Company formed. 2nd/14th Battalion,
the Power House Company and significant
involvement in WW2
14

1947

1963

The Lord Somers Camp program
commences again post War

The first Legacy Camps are run with
coordination from the Legacy Liaison
Committee
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Newly arrived, new opportunities
Joseph, first attended as a program
participant in 2016
A door opened for me in 2016. After
fleeing from Syria during the war, my
Mum, sister and I arrived in Australia,
which was a dream come true. Full of
hope, we were excited to discover what
Australia had in store for us.
In this new life, I knew only my small
family. The feelings of being alone and
an outsider in a new country scared
me. I struggled to understand how I
was going to fit in and feel comfortable
being myself in my new community.
But after only a few months, another
door was opened for me – the
opportunity to be 1 in 100 at Big
Camp. That first week amongst

the organisation was a rush of new
discoveries and of understanding how
much good there is in the world. Now
I wasn’t just stepping through opened
doors - I was leaping through them and
landing outside my comfort zone. It
was incredible.
At Somers, I feel valued. The
atmosphere truly makes me feel happy
and warm. When I return time after
time, it is always with a real passion to
keep creating these feelings in others.
My chance to create opportunities to
model inclusivity came through ATLAS
Camp. I quickly joined the committee,
and now work within a team dedicated
to imagining and delivering lifechanging experiences for teenage
refugees and recently arrived migrants.

Within the ATLAS committee and
wider Somers community, I have
opportunities to learn new skills and be
supported in my personal development
through informal mentorships. As
a refugee myself, I get so much
satisfaction working on ATLAS, and
acknowledge that I play a key role in
meaningfully impacting the lives of
others through Lord Somers Camp and
Power House programs.

Our volunteers identify with 25 different family nationalities at our programs,
with 75% finding an opportunity to share their background with others

1964

1970

First major redevelopment of the Power House building
at Albert Park

Power House Dances saw hundreds of young people at
Power House each week
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Lifelong Members connecting at Oldies Camp

16

1986

1989

The first Lady Somers Camp is run for 60 young women

A partnership with Very Special Kids, sees the first
VSK Camp @ Somers
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Building lifetime bridges between the city and country
Terry, first attended as a program
participant in 1971

where my lifelong connection to Lord
Somers Camp and Power House began.

In the 70s, I was 18 years old and
training as a teacher in Melbourne’s
South. I was living away from home for
the first time, in a government hostel,
where I heard about the local footy
club - Power House. I was like a pig in
mud when I was playing Under 19’s for
‘The House.’ Surrounded by great fun
and good friends, the pressure of living
in the big smoke was suddenly a lot
less stifling. The next three years at the
club, topped off with a premiership, is

There is never a shortage of keen eyes
on the lookout for rising talent at Power
House. The Club president recognised
my love for running and suggested I
train with the Power House Athletics
Club. In the space of four years, I
went from running D-Grade middle
distance, to competing in Olympic
400m Hurdles trials. Power House was
my bedrock while I trained, engaging
with the extensive social network to
secure accommodation and work for

me. All my problems were solved and
I could immerse myself in football and
athletics - I was living the dream. I even
found time to study, and meet my wife!
Those early years with Power House
developed two strong circles of friends;
football and athletics. To this day, I
have contacts all over Melbourne and
lifelong friends who I stay in touch
with despite the tyranny of distance.

With a cumulative membership of 25,000+ spanning 91 years,
there is enduring pride in belonging to LSC&PH
1992

1996

2000

Camp Diversity is run for the first time

Giving back to the members who make
LSC&PH what it is: The first MAX Camp
and Oldies Camp are run

The empowerme program is formed for
year 10 students
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Lady Somers Camp participants enjoying time at the beach

2000
Somers Inc is created, generating a
self-sufficient income for LSC&PH programs

18

2003

2003

Establishment of the Power House
Youth Leadership Foundation

The first Goldies Camp is run, giving back to
female members of the organisation
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Empowering the journey to adulthood
Brooke, first attended as a program
participant in 2008
“Icy water was smashing up against
my back. My arms were holding my
only jacket tight across my chest. The
water surrounded me and I was acutely
aware of my breath. I looked out over
the horizon and the orange glare of
the sunrise caught my eye. Inhale and
exhale. Calmness overtook the anxiety
of the unknown surrounding water that
seemed dark, deep and dangerous.”
I wrote that back in 2008 when
reflecting on my very first morning at

Lady Somers Camp. Little did I know
that exact moment would guide me
through some of the toughest moments
of my adult life. Each January, when I
return to Big Camp (thirteen in a row
now), I learn a little more about myself.
The fear of the unknown will always be
there but it’s my choice how I interpret
that fear.
When I was a Grouper, I could have quit;
I know I wanted to. But I didn’t and I am
so thankful for that decision. If I could
overcome my biggest fear on the very
first morning, I could take on anything

that Camp, and life, threw at me. Lord
Somers Camp and Power House has
allowed me to journey into adulthood
filled with courage; knowing that I can
overcome an ocean any time fear creeps
back in.
Franklin D. Roosevelt was correct when
he said “Courage is not the absence of
fear, but rather the assessment that
something else is more important than
fear.” Thanks to Lady Somers Camp, I
have found out what is more important
than the fear of the unknown.

After attending Lord and Lady Somers Camp,
99% of attendees feel prepared to face challenges

2006

2010

The first SailAway program is run (now ATLAS) for
newly arrived migrant and refugee teens

Partnering with the Mirabel Foundation, the first Mirabel
Family Camp is run

2020 ANNUAL REPORT
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Camp Diversity Participants working alongside volunteers

2000
2011

2003

2014

2003

Somers
Incprovide
is created,
generating
Members
relief
to floodedaareas in rural Victoria
with the of the Power
first Goldies
Camp
is run, giving back to
Establishment
TheHouse
Power House The
Conversation
Series
commences
self-sufficient
income
for LSC&PH
first Community
Outreach
Initiativeprograms
project
female members of the organisation
Youth Leadership Foundation
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How volunteering inspired a career change
Risyad, first attended as a program
participant in 2012
In August 2013, I was studying the
Bachelor of Science without quite
knowing where it was taking me.
Around the same time, I volunteered at
Camp Diversity for the first time with a
group of university friends, on a whim.
The unreserved acceptance of the Camp
Diversity participants, who were there to
have a great weekend and make friends,
made me an instant convert. It didn’t
matter who you were, what you did, or
how long you had been coming to Camp.
All were welcome.

I didn’t know it then, but my first Camp
Diversity would set me on a path to
being a nurse, in a metropolitan tertiary
hospital during a pandemic. That
first Camp led to fourteen more and
eventually, as a Group Leader, I had my
first opportunity to care for someone
else, provide life skills support, and to
be of service to others. In all the roles I
then stepped into, I noticed the impact
my actions had on those around me. I
had turned a corner and realised what I
wanted to do professionally.

my second degree; in the middle
of placements and even finishing
assignments early simply so I could
go. I continue to volunteer because
it reminds me why I chose nursing
as a career. This year (2020) is my
graduate year, which has thrown us
all, nurses especially, in the deep end.
I know I’ll emerge from this stronger,
wiser, and comforted knowing I can
always return to Camp Diversity, where
it all began.

Upon completing my degree, I
continued with a Bachelor of Nursing.
I kept going to Camp Diversity during

13,900+ hours of training were on offer this past year, with 88%
continuing to learn something new when volunteering at programs

2006
2015

2017

The
first
SailAway program
is run (now
ATLAS)
A new
partnership
with SisterWorks
leads
to thefor
newly
arrived migrant
and refugee
teens
first SisterWorks
at Somers
program

First female President
and
TheFoundation,
inaugural Bethe
Deadly
Camp at
Partnering
with the Mirabel
first Mirabel
Camp Chief appointed
Somers is run for Aboriginal youth
Family Camp is run
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2010

2018
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An early photo of Lady Somers Camp

2018

2019

With a vision to continue powering community good into
the future, the business case to redevelop the Power House
building at Albert Park is submitted to Parks Victoria
22

$5M budget commitment from the Federal Government is confirmed, supporting
the Power House redevelopment and Expressions of Interest commenced with
prospective tenants at the future Power House Community Hub

LORD SOMERS CAMP AND POWER HOUSE

Women of the future
Gwen, helped to coordinate the first
Lady Somers Camp in 1986
In the early days of Lady Somers
Camp, our leaders had the poise and
composure to stand up and inspire
our Groupers. As Lady Somers Camp
evolved, we were all beneficiaries of the
wisdom and experience of our founders.
At the time, they were mainly mothers’,
using their professional sensibilities to
support their girls who were novices
at managing camps. Through a matter
of necessity, they courageously forged
new pathways for women of the future.
Their legacy created a vision which
has bound together the lineage of
successive leaders.

I am among a line of Camp Leaders
who have built upon the work of
their predecessors. We have never
been afraid to play with the design to
strengthen our dream of empowering
100 young women of the future inviting them to share their knowledge
and friendship, whilst having the time
of their lives.

driven women who have continued
to create a contemporary, relevant
program since the inception of Lady
Somers Camp in 1986.

My Somers friendships embody
strength and longevity, and have
sustained my many years of working,
playing and gladly relaxing at Camp.
By staying connected through the
quarterly Journal, attending Goldies
and Positive Ageing Luncheons, and
visiting Big Camp; I am continually
surrounded by powerful, purpose

Across all programs, 55% of leadership roles are filled by
female identified members

Beyond 2020

2020
Faced with the reality of not running programs in person, the Rock
Around the World challenge connects LSC&PH with the wider
community, supporting 8 charities in need

Exploring how we can best support our community through
virtual endeavors into the future
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Managing through COVID-19

Vikki Deak,
Programs and Activities Manager
With COVID-19 presenting significant
impacts to the health and wellbeing

Carly Smith,
Fundraising and Engagement Manager
In response to the early COVID-19
shutdown period, LSC&PH acted
on its values initiating Rock Around
the World. A rare fundraising
collaboration was formed with

of our communities, and the related
restrictions placed on Victorians, the
Lord Somers Camp and Power House
(LSC&PH) Board made the difficult
decision to suspend all in-person
programs from March 2020. Our vision
is to create a stronger, more inclusive
society through service to others,
so we want to continue keeping our
members and program participants
engaged. This vision is more important

than ever right now, in a world where
we are physically distanced and have
more of a need to remain connected
to one another. Since the suspension
of programs in March we have made
the shift with over 20 programs and
events moving to a virtual format, most
significantly with both the Rock Around
the World fundraising event and our
annual Pantomime production.

seven other local not for profit
groups working in likeminded areas
of empowerment, mental health and
social inclusion, all facing similar
financial challenges from restrictions
imposed from the pandemic.

the world. Supporting the challenge
was a live streamed event for
participants to engage throughout
the day, featuring entertainment
programming from high profile
supporters and lead by brilliant
LSC&PH members Tom & Olly from the
Hit Network.

The online peer-to peer community
fundraising challenge invited
participants to virtually race around
the world through fitness tracking
apps whilst seeking donations for
their efforts. Devices shared total
activity through the Rock Around the
World website, tracking the required
40,000km to virtually circumnavigate

From conception to delivery, the event
was designed and executed in record
time, successfully raising $197,000
and unearthing a new fundraising
collaboration partnership for future
challenge events.

1 lap of the world reached
426 fundraisers participated
Supported 8 charities
Raised over $197,000
CEO’s together with hosts Tom and Olly at the Rock Around the World Live Stream
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Managing through COVID-19
Jenn, first attended as a program
participant in 2000
As the current Chair of the Power
House Thespians Guild (PTG), it
seemed as though our theatre season
came to a screeching halt with the
impact of the pandemic and we would
be on forced hiatus until the world
was more predictable. I had the great
privilege of directing our Family Show
in 2019 and felt the disappointment
of cancelling those experiences for
our casts, crews, and audiences for
2020. The extended period of Victorian
lockdown in response to the pandemic
meant no indoor gatherings. How could
we continue in this climate?

7

We had a choice. Hibernate or get creative.
Thankfully, my amazing committee
unanimously agreed we should get
creative. We decided our purpose in
this landscape was to bring a little bit of
joy. We have used phones and tablets
to easily produce short performance
pieces to share with the Lord Somers
Camp and Power House (LSC&PH)
community. It has been wonderful to see
familiar PTG faces on screen, until we can
return to the Theatrette.

participate has been a positive factor
in maintaining positive mental health
in COVID-19 times. Being able to focus
on something beyond our family and
work and to create something a little
bit funny feels good. Some of it is
entertaining to other people too and
that is also great. LSC&PH has offered
us countless opportunities to learn,
grow and express ourselves.

COVID-19 has changed the world
we live in and there is no doubt that
we miss and crave the community
connection from our LSC&PH family.
Having the chance to create and

Instagram Followers increased by

existing programs made the shift
to online

70%

Established a working group to co-design program solutions
meeting the needs of the people we serve

x2

Doubled our reach in regular email communication
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Providing updates
and fun through

20,000+

video views
25

View of the Mess Hut at Lord Somers Camp
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Lord Somers Camp: A Social Enterprise
Alex Escudero, Campsite Manager,
Lord Somers Camp
As an active and passionate Lord
Somers Camp and Power House
community we are well aware of the
vital role our service plays in improving
the physical and mental health of
the diverse range of people that
volunteer, work and visit Somers. The
income generating ability of our social
enterprise certainly took a hard hit in
the 2019-20 year which unfortunately
affected those that need our services
the most. However, there are some
long-term unexpected silver linings
that have become evident!
Most notably, our service has become
increasingly valuable as school
communities seek to re-connect
students and teachers emerging from
social isolation and remote learning.
More than ever, Government and
Health authorities recognise outdoor
experiences as meaningful and

7,500+

people make their way
through the arches at
Camp each year

essential components of student life
meaning that, post restrictions, Lord
Somers Camp is well placed to continue
growing it’s positive social impact
opportunities with a reinforced purpose
in a very eager market.
Also emerging are new and exciting
ways of engaging with schools such as
the Somers Roadie – a mobile activity
service taking the energy of Somers
to the school yard. Initiatives such
as this provide us the opportunity to
bolster our reputation in the sector
whilst continuing to strengthen our
relationships with schools.

status as a COVID Clean Practicing
Business, and proudly display the
COVID Clean Practicing Business logo
in our commitment to upholding the
standards of this accreditation.
There is no doubt that we ended the
financial year facing great uncertainty
but with the recent reopening of
regional camps and increased interest
from clients to access Somers,
optimism is renewed and anticipation
drives us towards bringing people
together at camp once again.

The camping community is familiar
with regulation and compliance and
continuing accreditation through the
Australian Tourism Accreditation
Program, and subsequently the Quality
Tourism Framework (QTF), we are
confident we will operate safely upon
a return to Camps. In preparation
of a return, we have been awarded

*Camp based initiatives see 92%
of Campers feeling good about themselves and 70%
of parents seeing an increase in confidence of their child

As a social enterprise, continuing to support the efforts of programs with
of occupied dates being commercial bookings

69%

*Data from Australian Camps Association
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Financial Report
As is the case for so many organisations
across the globe, the 2019/20 financial
year has proven to be a very challenging
one for Lord Somers Camp and Power
House (LSC&PH). The impact of COVID-19
on the regular financial operations of
LSC&PH is particularly evident in the
last quarter of the financial year. In
February 2020 LSC&PH was in a position
to exceed both the annual budgeted
revenue forecast and the prior year
performance, in terms of income and
profit. From March 2020 however, as
the impact from COVID-19 grew, revenue
was substantially reduced as State and
Federal Government regulations impacted
on the accommodation and camping
industry across Australia. Subsequently,
the revenue stream from the hiring of the
Lord Somers Camp facility has been, and
continues to be, suspended completely.
The impact of the pandemic on income
from the hiring of the camp facility will
continue well into the current financial year.
At the time of writing, pandemic associated
camping and accommodation public health
restrictions have eased significantly in
states other than Victoria. Recently regional
Victoria accommodation and camping

facilities have also been permitted to reopen
with mandated COVID Safe measures in
place. The current Government stages of
restriction forecast similar opportunities
for gradual reopening of accommodation
and camping facilities in greater Melbourne
at some point in the second quarter of the
2020/21 financial year.

controlling case numbers, forecasting
revenue into the next financial year remains
very challenging. The Board and Senior
Management have engaged in significant
financial modelling and associated business
response scenario planning. Various careful
expenditure reductions continue to be
features of that scenario planning.

For the 2019/20 financial year a net surplus
of $20,901 was achieved (2018/19 surplus
of $184,585) against a budgeted surplus of
$166,436. The surplus position included new
pandemic specific Government subsidies
received, from March 2020 to June, of
$176,000. Without these Government
subsidies a deficit of $155,099 would have
been the outcome. The surplus includes
accounting for non-cash depreciation and
amortisation costs of $178,780.

Current cash balances and accumulated
cash reserves, together with ongoing
Government subsidies, are sufficient to
support the operations of LSC&PH to the
end of the 2021 year.

At 30 June 2020, LSC&PH had cash
balances of $242,355 which denotes an
increase from $167,574 at 30 June 2019.

Ross Boyce
Chair of the Finance Committee

From March 2020 the financial focus of the
LSC&PH Board and Senior Management
has been one of cost minimisation and
cash flow planning. As the impact of this
pandemic is particularly difficult to predict
given the ongoing public health focus on

Where our money comes from

Where our money goes
46% Somers Inc Delivery

57% Social Enterprise
22% Program Contributions*

41% Program Delivery

19% Grants

10% Administration
3% Marketing and Fundraising

2% Donations

*Program contributions comprise of 49% from Participant program fees and 51% from Volunteer program fees
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I thank my colleagues on the Finance
Committee for their dedicated commitment
and support in overseeing appropriate
financial management and governance of
LSC&PH during the year.

LORD SOMERS CAMP AND POWER HOUSE

Financial TABLES
INCOME STATEMENT

2020

2019

2018

831,678

1,293,711

1,089,546

OPERATING REVENUE
Somers Inc
Camps, Functions & Activities

427,378

477,376

466,185

Grants & Donations

209,629

185,586

213,664

Rent Albert Park

277,188

311,204

324,663

Other Income

197,504

40,353

44,127

1,943,377

2,308,230

2,138,185

Total Revenue
EXPENSES
Somers Inc

800,647

972,595

843,488

Camps, Functions & Activities

137,926

165,075

149,413

Albert Park

64,595

122,638

103,088

Depreciation

178,780

190,420

146,958

Administration Expenses

740,528

672,917

726,738

1,922,476

2,123,645

1,969,685

20,901

184,585

168,500

Total Expenses
OPERATING SURPLUS /(LOSS)

2020

2019

2018

CURRENT ASSETS

BALANCE SHEET

1,765,013

1,202,144

884,964

Non Current Assets

2,198,457

2,246,360

2,267,460

Total Assets

3,963,470

3,448,504

3,152,424

CURRENT LIABILITIES

1,220,580

722,461

611,772

4,054

3,248

Total Liabilities

1,220,580

726,515

615,020

NET ASSETS

2,742,890

2,721,989

2,537,404

2,742,890

2,721,989

2,537,404

Non Current Liabilities

MEMBERS' FUNDS
General Fund (Retained Surplus)

*Our Social Enterprise, Somers Inc generates income through external hirers of the Campsite, allowing for profits to then be returned to our facilities and programs
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Creating fun memories at Mirabel Family Camp
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LORD SOMERS CAMP AND POWER HOUSE

Our People
Good corporate governance is vital for a financially sustainable and responsible not-for-profit organisation. We are a public company
limited by guarantee and there are a number of structures, practices and committees, which provide an appropriate framework for good
governance. LSC&PH’s Board of Directors is responsible for the governance of the organisation.
Cath Dillon (Chair)
President & Camp Chief
Cath is the Manager of Leadership and
School Development at Catholic Education
Melbourne. Previously serving as Principal
at St Joseph Girls College and as a Maths and
English Secondary Teacher.
Georgie Birch (Retired March 2020)
BPD (Hons)
Georgie holds a Bachelor of Planning and
Design and currently manages Stonnington
Council’s interests in relation to the
Melbourne Metro Tunnel Project and the
South Yarra Station upgrade. Previously,
working in State Government and in private
consultancy, including as Ministerial Adviser
and Victorian Planning Panels member.
Ross Boyce
BMS, CA
Ross is currently the Chief Financial Officer
for a small Australian owned company
servicing the industrial packaging industry.
Prior to this Ross was the Australian head of
finance of a large multinational company in
the printing and health care industries.

Our programs, activities and campsite are
supported by a small team of employees
who facilitate the daily workings of
the organisation and are committed to
improving processes.

Brigid Canny
BA Gender Studies (Hons), Grad Dip (Group
Facilitation), Grad Dip (Film and Television)
Brigid is the Director with YLab, a social
enterprise consulting practice employing
young people to work alongside institutions
to address complex social challenges.
Previously she has worked in youth and
community engagement, focusing primarily
on the use of film and creative production as
a tool for engagement.
Helen Casey
BA, BSc, Masters of Accounting, CPA
Helen currently works in the healthcare
industry, focused on operations strategy and
transformation with responsibility for Asia
Pacific. Previously she was in senior Finance,
M&A and Project Management roles.
Working and living across five different
continents she has experience in both
established and emerging markets.
Stuart Douglas
BAppSc (Medical Radiations), Master of
Marketing
Stuart has worked in healthcare for over 25
years since qualifying as a Medical Imaging

Technologist. Most of his time however has
been in sales, marketing and management
within the medical device and capital
equipment arenas. Stuart is currently the
Partnerships Manager with OMX Solutions.
John Hutchinson (Retired October 2019)
BA/BEng (Hons)
John has been working in the Environmental
Sustainability field for over 17 years. He is
currently with Ironbark Sustainability and
Intelligent Pathways, with each role working
with commercial and government clients to
develop strategies and implement projects to
reduce their environmental impacts.
Marnie Lassen
BA/LLB (Hons), GAICD
Marnie works at Trust for Nature, a Victorian
not-for-profit organisation that protects
native plants and wildlife on private land.
Before moving into conservation, Marnie
worked as an environmental and planning
lawyer in Los Angeles, having first gained
her legal qualifications in Melbourne.

Albert Park Office

Lord Somers Camp Office

CEO
Tim Ryan

Campsite Manager
Alex Escudero

Programs and Activities Manager
Vikki Deak

Programs and Activities Coordinator
Josh Clark

Fundraising and Engagement Manager
Carly Smith

Catering Manager
Helen Dunstan

Bookkeeper
Jennifer DelMedico

Chef
Charles Bayros
Facilities Maintenance
Andrew Barbour
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The Art of Power House moves online
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LORD SOMERS CAMP AND POWER HOUSE

Our Volunteers
Sub Committees and Working Groups

These sub-committees and working
groups are entirely volunteer run, and
within their specific functions deliver on
the overall strategy to advance LSC&PH’s
organisational governance.
Finance Committee Chair:
Ross Boyce
Risk and OH&S Committee Chair:
John Hutchinson
Albert Park Advisory Group Chair:
Claire Sime
Programs and Activities Committee Chair:
Marnie Lassen
Child Safe Committee Chair:
Brigid Canny
Environment and Sustainability
Committee Chair:
Ben Griffin
Marketing and Fundraising Committee
Chair:
Stuart Douglas
Jindi Woraback Reconciliation Working
Group Chair:
Isaac Young
Inclusion Working Group Chair:
Matt Parker
Database Doctors Working Group Chair:
Mike Newton

Program Leaders
These volunteers either lead or support a
portfolio of programs, providing direction
and support to volunteer lead planning
committees.
Lord Somers Camp:
John Raphael
Lady Somers Camp:
Kristen Hammond (2018-2020) and
Georgie Birch (March 2020)
Youth Programs:
Paul Fleer (2019-2020) and
Jarus Blik-Rang (2020)
MAX:
Genevieve Quirk (2019),
Sasha Jontof-Hutter (2019-2020), and
Edith Benardeau-Short (2020)
empowerme:
Marlowe Calleja (2019),
Jordan Pheasant-Kelly (2019-2020) and
Laura Taylor (2020)
Be Deadly:
Isaac Young
Community Programs:
Sarah Cox (2019) and
James Kilevics (2020)
Very Special Kids Camp @ Somers:
Julia Psyhogios
Mirabel Family Camp:
Greg Holledge
Camp Diversity:
Laura Gorman (2019) and
Andrew Raphael (2020)
ATLAS:
James Holland
Positive Ageing:
John Robert
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Oldies Camp:
John Davies
Goldies Camp:
Liz Morrow
Quarterly Connections Luncheon:
John Waite and
Jenny Riedel
Lifelong Learning:
Andrew Webster
Easter Camp:
Stuart and Fiona Douglas
Power House Thespian Guild:
Jenn Trevaskis

Awardees
Congratulations to these members who
have received the deserved recognition
for their hard work, dedication and
contributions to their communities.
Australia Day Honours
Graham Lockwood OAM
Camp Chief Awardees
John Hutchinson
Tim Car
Sarah Cox
HART Award, presented by Reconciliation
Victoria for programs which advance
reconciliation in Victoria.
Isaac Young and Be Deadly
Thank you to our exceptional team of Casual
employees at Power House who work tirelessly
in supporting our membership and volunteers
in delivering outstanding program outcomes.
Additionally, we want to recognise the efforts
of our Lord Somers Camp Casual staff who
have been integral to the ongoing delivery of
outstanding programs with our clients.
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Thank you

Thanks to all our wonderful and dedicated volunteers and members, partners and supporters without whom our programs wouldn’t be
possible. Your hard work, energy and care for each other and the broader community continually inspires.
PROGRAM PARTNERS:
Anglicare
Asylum Seeker Resource Centre
Be Deadly
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Brainwave
First Step
Little Dreamers
Mirabel Foundation
Ready Set
South East Community Links (SECL)
Sudanese Australian Integrated Learning
(SAIL) Program
Variety Victoria
Very Special Kids
Western Chances
FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES:
City of Port Philip
Cr Bernadene Voss
Department of Health
Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions
Hon Greg Hunt MP
Hon Martin Foley MP
Melbourne Water
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council
Mr Chris Brayne MP
Mr Josh Burns MP
Parks Victoria
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Victorian Local Governance Association
(HART Award)
Victorian Multicultural Commission
BUSINESS AND CORPORATE SUPPORTERS:•
Andy Haslam Design
Australian Venue Co
Bunnings Warehouse
CharlCom Fabrication
cVent
Daniel Kellett Photography
Donald Cant Watts Corke
Energy On Pty Ltd
Everyday Hero
Flaming Mo’s
Gregory Gange Printing
Hot Glue
ICM Australia
John Wardle Architects
KPMG – Melbourne Office
Lander and Rogers
Live Love Work Port Phillip International
Women’s Day Breakfast
Miles Bence
Moo Motion
Palais Theatre
Printing Intelligence
Ratio Planning
Sand Hill Road

LORD SOMERS CAMP AND POWER HOUSE

Scotsburn Nurseries
Sol Santana Photography
Synchronised Business Services Pty Ltd
The Big Group
The Incubator
Tom and Olly
TOM Outdoor
Vollie
TRUSTS, FOUNDATIONS AND OTHER SUPPORTERS:
Castlegreen Pty Ltd
Coca Cola Australia Foundation Ltd
Country Women’s Association
Ephpheta Foundation
Flora and Frank Leith Charitable Trust
Geoff and Helen Handbury Foundation
Gorman Foundation
Harold Mitchell Foundation
JS Chambers Foundation
Morgans Foundation
Officer Training Unit Association
PayPal Giving Fund
Pierce Armstrong Foundation
Power House Youth Leadership Foundation
RE Ross Trust
The William Angliss Charitable Fund

Thank you

COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS AND SCHOOLS:
Ashwood School
Carey Baptist Grammar School
Caulfield Community Health
Cracked Actors
Drut 69 Luncheon Group
Greyhound Community Grants
Harley Owners Group Dandenong Chapter
Kokoda Trekking team
Korowa Girls School
Melbourne Glasgow Rangers Supporters Club Inc
Mont Albert Probus Club
Mt Franklin and St George Masonic Lodge
Oldies Camp
Olds and Bolds Luncheon Group
Port Melbourne Football Club
Power House Amatuer Football Club
Power House Cricket Club
Power House Rowing Club
Power House Rugby Club
Power House St Kilda Hockey Club
Quarterly Connections Luncheons
Ritchies Community Benefits Store Donation
Rotary Club of Balwyn
Rotary Club of Daylesford
Rotary Club of Eltham
Rotary Club of Hamilton North
Rotary Club of Healesville

Rotary Club of Noble Park
Rotary Club of North Balwyn
Rotary Club of Port Melbourne
Rotary Club of Waverley
Ruyton Girls’ School
Somers Education Camp
Somers Fire Brigade
Somers Residents Association
Sturt Buninyoung Masonic Lodge
Teenagers Road Accident Group
The Pups
The Returned and Services League, Bairnsdale
The Returned and Services League, Box Hill
The Returned and Services League, Caroline
Springs
The Returned and Services League,
Cranbourne and Dandenong
The Returned and Services League, Moe
The Returned and Services League, Victorian
Branch
Western Wells
BEQUESTS
The Estate of Sue Andrews
INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS CONTRIBUTING OVER $1,000
Georgie Birch
Jack Hammond
Guy Hanman
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John Harrison
Philip Henty
Kenny Hill
Sue Home
Andrew Noble
Bruce Rothel
Nicole Ruys
Kevin Wood
ROCK AROUND THE WORLD TOP FUNDRAISERS, RAISING
OVER $1,000
Melman Australia
Andre Sardone
Cath Dillon
Glenn Bowes
Greg Cave and Family
Jayden Eddy
Joe Yugumbari
Lassen Family
Mike and Steph Newton
Sam Ponsford
Tim Ryan
THANK YOU
To our 758 volunteers this past year who
contributed 134,000+ hours to our programs
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Honorary life members
1962
Lady Finola Somers CBE*
Phil Rhoden OBE ED*
.................................
1964
Edgar Rouse*
Canon Philip St J Wilson*
.................................
1965
Alex Forster*
John Gully OAM*
.................................
1966
Stewart Embling*
.................................
1980
Bill King*
.................................
1981
Lindsay Orr*
Richard Burman
.................................
1982
Gordon Trinca AO OBE*
Geoff Swan MBE OAM ED*
.................................
1983
Les Phillips*
.................................
1984
Max Hooke*
Reg Talbot CMG*
Toby Mayer*
Dorothy McAdam OAM*

1986
Austin Jolly*
William David McPherson AO*
.................................
1987
Stan Bisset MC OAM MID*
Charles Evans*
.................................
1988
Frank Devine*
Bill McConville*
.................................
1989
Norma Devine*
Keith McDonald*
.................................
1990
John Gourley*
Jack Robert*
Lorna Evans*
.................................
1991
Ron Wootton OAM*
.................................
1992
Peter Johnstone AM
.................................
1994
Peter Hutchinson*
.................................
1995
Alan Gregory AM
.................................
1996
Harry South*
Marion South*

34 Lakeside Drive, ALBERT PARK 3206
P: 03 9510 7066
E: info@lordsomerscamp.org.au
www.lscph.org.au
ABN: 96 004 505 373
Patron: The Hon. Linda Dessau AC, Governor of Victoria

1997
Jack Hammond
.................................
1998
Leigh Devine
Kerry Daly
.................................
1999
Ian Dakin
Anne Dakin*
.................................
2000
David Hillberg
.................................
2001
Gordon Robert OAM*
Gwen Hutchinson
.................................
2003
Jeanette Jones
.................................
2004
John Davies OAM
Jeanette Bowes
Lorrie Chapman
.................................
2008
Derek Skues
Anne Davies
.................................
2009
Ian Gibson
.................................
2011
Glenn Bowes

2012
Danielle Beadman
.................................
2013
Scott Mayer
.................................
2014
Melissa Ciardulli
Maree Webb
Peg McCulloch*
.................................
2015
Michael Newton
.................................
2016
Tyson Goldsworthy
.................................
2017
Fizz Dakin
Mal Cater
Mark Thomson
.................................
2018
Claire Sime
Jim Barry AM MBE
John Harrison CBE AM
.................................
2019
Peter Douglas
.................................

*Deceased

